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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
KENYON INTERNATIONAL EMERGENCY SERVICES TO SPEAK AT
MCCARRAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT CRISIS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP
5 September 2018 – Kenyon’s Robert A. Jensen will host a crisis management workshop on
Wednesday, 12 September, from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. (PDT) at McCarran International Airport
in Las Vegas, Nevada. Kenyon’s Vice President, Operations/CEO Elect Simon Hardern will also be
in attendance.
The 2-hour workshop will focus on what airline and airport emergency response personnel and
those who offer emergency response support should expect during an incident beyond the first
few hours and days, going into days 30-60 of a response and highlighting the importance of
looking at the “big picture.” Robert plans to offer key insights into what airlines and airports
should take into consideration when undergoing crisis management planning.
Jensen leads an international corporation that provides disaster management services to a wide
range of industries, as well as local, state and national governments. Prior to joining Kenyon, he
was a commissioned officer in the U.S. military. He supervised on ground military mortuary
operations in Haiti, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and Croatia. He has directed response efforts to
numerous mass fatality incidents. He serves as an international advisor to both government
officials and members of the private sector on disaster management issues and is a member of
the American Academy of Forensic Sciences.
About Kenyon International Emergency Services
Kenyon is the international leader in worldwide disaster management, providing pre-incident
crisis planning and post-emergency response services on behalf of organizations around the
world. Privately owned, Kenyon remains the only firm in its business with a hundred year
history, comprehensive resources, and experience in every type of mass fatality accident
including aviation, industrial and natural disasters, war and terror attacks. Headquartered in
Houston, Texas, Kenyon has offices or facilities in Sydney, Australia; Bracknell, UK; Santo
Domingo,
Dominican
Republic;
and
Beirut,
Lebanon.
Learn
more
at
www.KenyonInternational.com.

